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Presstue Differentials for Radon Entry Coupled to
Periodic Atmospheric Pressure Variations
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Abslroct
A dedicqted ¡esearch hot¿se is used, ø,inzte*igate tIæ interactions
of the house, soil, and atmosphøe on indoor-radon concenûa_
tiorc. Setni-diumal ztarintiorc of anøspheric þlessure, resulting
from afrnnsphøic tides, are obsmted to produce diffuentiat prei_
sures capablz of driaing radon-containing soil gas inø sl¿b_on_
grade stntctures buih ouer Imt permeability soils. These nat_
uralþ induced þressarc diferntials could continue ø prøide
majot contributiotts ø radon mtry whzn othø sources of hause
preswrization or depressttrization, and consequentty wtdoor air
infilnation raþs, are small. The obse¡ved drioing i.r, prn*r,
differntials are well predicted from or^orpln ii prrr*r,
changes by a simple model based on on ,rpo*niiotþ damped
tesþonse of the wb-slab Ínessutes to changes in atmosphøic
ptessure. TIæ obsmted radon mtD) rates are in good agrcenent
zuith tlw predictiotu of radon ntry modzts deuebped by othø
inztestigaøn when time-azteraging of the driaingforces is ay
pli¿d.
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lntroduction
It is widely accepted that the entry of radioactive
222Rn (radon)Jaden soil gas into rÀsidential struc_
nlres occurs principally through pressure_driven
flow processes, with much smallei contributions
from diffr¡sion processes. House depressurization
contributes to increased radon entry rates by in-
creasing the pressure-driven flow of radon_contain_

soil gas into structures built over low permeability
fills and soils.

The data presented were collected on a dedicated
r_e_search house operated by the University of Florida
(UF) as part of the Florida Radon Research pro_

Our experiments demonstrate that the neut¡al
pressure conditions that exist when no mechanical
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pressurization or depressurization of the house oc-

curs (i.e. for a well balanced HVAC system) can be

panicularly critical for producing elevated indoor
radon concentrations. This paper demonstrates a

mechanism creating a driving force that can contri-
bute to elevated indoor radon concentrations even

for structures maintained under neutral pressure

conditions.

Melhodology
The University of Florida Radon Research House is

a 163 m2 (1750 square foot) single story residential
structure that utilizes slab-on-grade type of con-

struction with a 10.1 m x 16.2 m footprint. Fill ma-

terials are sandy with a measured air permeabiliry
averaging 2 x lO-tr m2. The foundation consists of a
poured concrete slab set on a 0.5 m deep block stem-
wall. Interior plumbing peneuations and a per-

imeter crack having a width less than I x l0-3m pro-
vide soil gas entry routes into the structure. The
house remains unoccupied for all experimental per-

iods and data is collected by an IBM PS/2 computer
interfaced to a Keithley Meuab¡e data acquisition
and control system. The house has been instrumen-
ted with a variety of instrumentation for measure-

ment of the critical parameters in these studies.
Characterization of the house shell and HVAC

duct system leakage area were performed using both
a blower door/calibrated fan and flow hood to quan-

tiff flow rates tårough individual ducts. These tests

measure a ventilation rate of. 7.6 air changes per

hour at 50 Pa house depressurization (ACH50),

which is very close to the average for houses sur-
veyed across Florida by the Florida Solar Energy
Center (FSEC) (Cummings et al., 1991). The duct
system is well balanced and the 3-ton HVAC unit is

typical for a Florida house of this size.

The house was artificially pressurized, or depres-

surized, during the experimental periods using the

blower door/calibrated fan apparatus. A constant dif-
ferential pressure was maintained until equilibrium
radon concentrations were reached and maintained
for at least another 24 hours.

Pressure uansducers monitor differential pres-

sures across the house shell. Setra model C264 pres-

sure transducers having full-scale ranges to I 25 Pa

provide a current output that is monitored continu-
ously by the Keithley Meuab¡e system. Measure-
ments are recorded once every 600 seconds by the

interfaced IBM PS/2. The minimum sensitiviry of
the pressure transducers is less than 0.25 Pa. All

pressure transducers aÍe zero checked at the begin-

ning of each experimental period and calibrated

monthly.
Pressure transducers monitor the indoor/outdoor

differential pressure across each exterior wall of the

house. The exterior pressure port is covered by a
perforated, hollow sphere to dampen rapid pressure

variations caused by wind gusts.

An array of sixteen pressure transducers are dis-

tributed across the slab in a uniform grid pauern.

These transducers monitor the differential pressure

above and below the concrete slab at each grid
point. Indoor pressure is very uniform throughout

the house interior during the experiments described

here. Variations in sub-slab/indoor pressure differ-

entials measured across the slab at different loca-

tions are therefore representative of the spatial varia-

tion of sub-slab pressures.

Temperature is monitored in each room, the sup-

ply and renrrn ducts, IIVAC thermostat location, at-

tic and outdoors with thermocouples. A meteorolo-

gical station located on site monitors wind direc-

tion, wind speed, and rainfall. Barometric pressure

measurements were measured hourly by the Gaines-

ville, Florida Flight Service Station (FSS) operated

by the Federal Aviation Adminisuation. The FSS is

located 12.5 km from the research house. The close

proximity of these sites, coupled with the slow spa-

tial variation of ba¡ometric pressure (typical gra-

dients are on the order of I Pa kmr) (Blair and Fite,

1965), permits us to be reasonably assured that these

pressure measurements are equivalent to the atmo-

spheric pressure at the research house.

Indoor radon concentradons were measured con-

tinuously throughout each experimental period. Py-

lon AB-5 radon monitors utilizing the passive radon

detecto¡ (PRD) were used to continuously measure

indoor radon. Counts accumulated over 600 second

intervals are stored to the radon monitor memory at

the end of each interval and downloaded to an IBM
PC at the conclusion of the experimental period.

Sub-slab radon concentrations were measured using

Pylon AB-5 radon monitors and flow-through scin-

tillation cells. Soil gas grab samples were collected

from a sampling port near the center of the slab and

held for 4 hours prior to counting. Each monitor is

calibrated through intercomparisons performed

through the DOE Environmental Measurements

Laboratory radon measurement intercomparison

program.
The same experimental protocol is followed for

each experimental period' Experiments typically
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consist of performing zeto checks on all instrumen_
tation and transducers, setting the desired differen-
tial pressure using the blower door, and monitoring
the instrumentation over a period of time. The ex-
perimental period is typically 96 hours. This pro-
vides information on the transient response of the
house system as well as the steady-state values of
each parameter after the house system has stabilized.

Results qnd Discussion
Figure I illustrates how the indoor radon concentra-
tions vary in the UF Radon Research House with
the magnitude of whole house pressurization/de_
pressurization. Each of these measuremenß repre_
sents at least one 24-hour average ofthe equilibrium
indoor radon concentration for each pressurization
or depressurization level. The highest concenrra_
tions of indoor radon occur when the house is main-
tained under neutral pressure conditions. This is
surprising because the pressure-driven flow contri-
butions under neutral, or low, pressure are generally
expected to be very close to zero.

Neuual pressure conditions are defined to exist
when the research house experiences indoor/outdoor
pressure differentials of less than I pa.

The investigation to explain the elevated indoor
radon concentrations under these conditions focuses
on pressure-driven flow mechanisms, since no es_
tablished diffr¡sion-driven mechanisms appear cap_
able of producing the observed radon entry rates

lndoor Rcdon vs Flouse Pressure

-50 -+o 30 -20 -t0 o
Whole Hor-¡se Pr'esslrre (P,t)

10 ?0

and indoor concenrrarions (Clements and Vilken-
ing 1974). In order to explain the elevated radon
concentrations under neutral pressure conditions,
we examined rhe time-dependent behavior of small
amplitude pressure differential va¡iations across the
house shell and slab. It is imponanr ro nore that the
pressure differential across the house shell (i.e. in-
door/outdoor across the walls) and across the slab
(indoor/sub-slab) are not well coupled. Mosr models
for radon entry assume the outdoor and sub-slab air
volume pressures to be idenúcal, which we demon-
strate to be inaccurate for houses built over low-per-
meability fill materials.

Pressure differentials monitored across the walls
of the house demonstrate that outdoor and indoor
pressures are well coupled. The measured ACH59 of
7.6 and ELAa of 0.06 m2 permit infiltration air to
quickly equalize indoor and outdoor pressures. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates that the average indoor/outdoor
pressure differentials are not well coupled to the in-
door/sub-slab pressure differentials. A small diurnal
cycle is exhibited by the indoor/outdoor pressure
differentials having a peak amplitude of approxima-
tely 0.5 Pa. The effect of wind on the house shell is
detected by pressure differentials measured across
different walls of the house shell. If the pressure dif-
ferential across each wall is averaged however, it be-
comes evident that the wind does not typically re_
sult in substantial indoor/outdoor pressure diffleren_
tials. The small variation of the indoor/ourdoor
pressure differential illustrates that the indoor pres-
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sure responds nearly instantaneously to variations of
the outdoor pressure.

Output from pressure transducers disuibuted
across the floor slab of the house indicate that the

indoor/sub-slab pressure differentials are substanti-

ally larger than the indoor/outdoor pressure differ-
entials. Figure 3 illusuates the indoor/sub-slab pres-

sure differential observed at two points on the slab.

Figure 3a shows the response at a point located 1m
from the edge of the slab and 3b shows the response

at a point located near the center of the slab (4 m
from the nearest edge). Comparison of the indoor/
sub-slab and indoor/outdoor pressure differentials
shows that the sub-slab air volume is not well
coupled to the indoor, and consequently, the out'
door air volumes. The magnitude of the pressure

differentials observed in Figure 3 are nearly an or-
der of magnitude greater than the indoor/outdoor
pressure differentials of Figure 2, with the peaks

from the centrally located point reaching nearly
4Pa.

It is important to note that the indoor/sub-slab
pressure differentials vary with a semi-diurnal per-

iodicity (l2-hour cycle), rather than a diurnal period
(24-hour cycle). The source of this semi-diurnal
period provides an explanation for elevated indoor
radon concentrations under neutral indoor/outdoor
pressure conditions. Barometric pressure data col-

lected over tÌre same time period (Figure 4) illusuate
a similar semi-diurnal periodicity. Comparison of

the pressure variations of Figures 3 and 4 illust¡ate

that both vary with identical periods although the

indoor/sub-slab pressure differential lags in phase

behind the barometric pressure oscillations.

The semldiurnal variation of barometric pressure

is a well documented result of atmospheric tides re-

sulting from solar heating and coriolis forces on the

earth (Beer, 1976; Fejer, 1967). 'While they are frequ-

compared to barometric
changing meteorological

y observable. These oscil-

lations have been largely ignored by radon resear-

chers searching for radon entry mechanisms. Ve be-

lieve, however, that this effect is responsible for the

elevated indoor radon concentrations in many

houses, particularly those built over low permeabil-

ity soils and fills where soil gas velocities are low'

Aunospheric tide-induced oscillation of baro-

metric pressure provides a natural pumping of soil

gas and radon into houses by inducing oscillating

indoor/sub-slab pressure differentials. The cyclic

pressure differentials across the slab provide â natu-

ral driving force for the pressure-driven flow of soil

gas radon into the house. Although the radon entry

iates associated with this mech:lnism may be small,

Other mechanisms that result in house depressuri-
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zation relative to outdoon also provide geatly in-
creased air exchange rates, with enough infiltration
air to significanrly dilute, and frequently lower, in-
door radon concentrations. Increased air infiltration
does not occur when this pressure-d¡iven flow
mechanism is present. Thus under ,,neutral pres-
sure" conditions barometric pressure variations pro-
vide radon entry, bur linle infìlt¡ation air since the
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Fig. 3 lme voriotion of the differ-
entiol pressures moniiored be-
lween the indoor ond sub-slob
volumes; (o) I m from the slob
edge ond (b) neorthe center of
the slob.

outdoor/indoor pressures equalize so quickly, result-
ing in the build-up of elevated indoor radon concen-
trations.

A quantitative predicrion of the indoor/sub-slab
pressure differentials may be determined by recog-
nizing that airflow into and out of the sub-slab air
volume is heavily damped by low permeability soils
and fill. \íhen rapid changes in barometric pressure
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Fig. 4 Time voriolion of the boro-
melric pressure (+ ) ond modeled
pressure in the sub-slob volume
neor the center of the slob (solid

line).

in barometric pressure results in the pressure of the

sub-slab responding with an exponential approach

to the new pressure, governed by a response time,
T¡. The sub-slab pressure after each time interval,
Àt, is calculated by:

P,,(t+ At) : p¡,* AÐ - [Pu(t+ 
^Ð 

- P..(0]

exp (-At/Tn) (2)

where P,.(t) is the sub-slab pressure at time, t, Pb(t)

is the barometric pressure and TR is the characteris-

tic time for the sub-slab volume to adjust to the
pressure change. !7e model the sub-slab pressure

over time by assuming that each hourly measure-

ment of barometric pressure acts Íls a step function
change in the pressure at the time of measurement.

The response of the sub-slab pressure is then calcu-

lated, resulting in the solid line passing near the

measured barometric presstue readings of Figure 4.

The difference between the absolute barometric
pressure (discrete points in Figure 4) and calculated

absolute sub-slab volume pressure (solid line in Fig-

ure 4) provides a prediction of the indoor/sub-slab
pressure differential (Figure 3).

The results of this calculation produce the heavy

lines of Figure 5, where only the response time of
the sub-slab volume, T¡, is varied to obtain the illu-
strated fit. The predicted curves for both Figure 4
and Figure 5 result from T¡ : 19 minutes' T¡ is

101

o 720 1440

occur, the indoor pressure equalizes with the out-

door pressure very rapidly, but the sub-slab pres-

sures respond much slower because of the slow air-

flow into, or out of, the sub-slab volume.

The flow velocity of gas through permeable soils

is governed by Darcy's Law:

v = -kVP
l.r

where k is the air permeability of the soil (m2), p is
the soil gas dynamic viscosity (1.8 x 10-5 Pa s) and

VP describes the driving force pressure differential
(Pa m-t). An elementary calculation for ba¡ometric
pressure changes of a few hundrêd Pa applied over

several meters (the characteristic length from the

edge to center of the slab) shows that the expected

soil gas flow velocities are < 10-2 m s-r. For the dis-

Ences and volumes typically encountered, these ve-

locities represent sub-slab pressure response times

on the order of tens of minutes. The equilibration of
sub-slab volume pressures with outdoor pressures is

therefore heavily damped and we expect the abso-

lute sub-slab volume pressures to respond slowly,

when compared to indoor pressures, to variations of
barometric pressure.

lVe quantitatively model the sub-slab pressure re-

sponse to outdoor barometric pressure change as a

damped exponential. Thus, a step function change

2160 2880 3600 4320
Time (min)

(r)
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sensitive enough that the fit for Tn : 19 minutes is

metnc pressure oscillations that d¡ive the indoor/
sub-slab pressure differential.

served indoor/sub- slab pressure differential demon_
strates the significance of the damped response of
the sub-slab air volume to baromeric pressure
changes for creating natural pressure differentials
that d¡ive radon into residential structures. Soil gas
radon is naturally d¡awn into the structure as the in_
door/sub-slab pressure differential oscillates between
a positive and negative pressure differential. During
the positive porrion of the cycle, sub-slab pressures

time-dependent measurements of indoor radon con_
cenúadons. \ùØe have attempted to observe this by
monitoring the build-up of radon in the research
house following complete ventilation of the house.

The indoor radon concentration initially increases
linearly, the slope of which permits us ro calculate a
radon entry rate of 6.8 Bq sr. Time-dependent varia_
tions of the indoor radon concent¡ation are not well
enough resolved to be correlated with the time_de_
pendent, semi-diurnal, pumping mechanism be-
cause of the damping effects of the large house vo_
lume and slow (approximately 2 hour) response rime
of the continuous radon monitor.

The average radon entry rate may be quantitative_
ly predicted by modeling the flow of sub-slab radon

try (RAETRAD) for a simple cylindrical slab_on_
grade structure. For sub-slab radon concentrations
of 1.295 x 105 Bq m-3, as observed at rhe UF re-
search house, RAETRAD predicts a radon entry
rate of 7.5 Bq s-r, at 0.9 pa house depressurization,
comparable to our observation of 6.8 Bq s-r.

The house paramerers utilized by RAETRAD are
similar to, bur do not precisely describe the UF re_
sea¡ch house. The RAETRAD prediction is based
upon a 140 m2 cylindrical slab-on_grade srructure
built over sandy soil, with pressure-driven radon en_
try through a I x l0¿ m wide perimeter crack. The
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dons, as well as the extension of the model to ac-

count for time-dependent variations of the pres-

sure-driven flow. Although the physical strucntre

has not been exactly modeled and we have approx-

imated the time-varying driving force with the

dme-averaged differential pressure contribution to

the driving force, the good correlation between ob-

served and predicted values demonst¡ates the feas-

ibiliry of the proposed mechanism. Numerical mod-

eling studies (Tsang and Narasimhan, 1991; Nara-

simhan el al., 1990) provide qualitatively similar pre-

dictions and predict that this mechanism can domi-

nate radon entry under cenain conditions' Detailed

comparisons with our experiments are' however,

limited by the different foundation types (basement

vs. slab-on-grade) and pressure pumping periods be-

tween the modeled and experimental conditions'

Our observaúons and elementary theoretical predic-

tions are consistent with the application of natural

variations of barometric pressure as a driving force

contributing to elevated indoor radon concentra-

tions.

Conclusions
The semi-diurnal variation of barometric pressure

provides a potentially dominant driving force for ra-

ào.r 
"tttty 

into houses built over low permeability

soils and fills. The driving force is the pressure dif-

ferential that results from the slow response of the

sub-slab air volume to outdoor pressure changes,

compared to the indoor response. These naturally

induced, periodic pressure differentials could pro-

vide an additional source of radon entry when other

sources of house pressurization or depressurization,

and consequently air infiluation rates, are small'

These effects dramatically influence the philosophy

of design of HVAC systems related to minimizing
indoor radon concentrations. Under conditions

where the HVAC system is well balanced, little

house pressurization/depressurization occurs, and

natural atnospheric pressure variations may contri-

bute to significantly elevated indoor radon concen-

Íations. Continuing research is evaluating the im-

pact of this radon enry mechanism on the optimum

p.r"-"t tt for IIVAC system operation and design

in radon-prone geographical regions in order to

minimize indoor radon concentrations.
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